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Introduction 
An &endue is a topos d with an object E covering the terminal object such that 
8/E is equivalent to a spatial topos. Grothendieck introduced the concept of an 
&endue in [5, IV, 9.81, where he states a characterization theorem to the effect that 
every Ctendue is equivalent o a category of sheaves equipped with an action from an 
&ale topological groupoid. A subsequent theorem asserts that every endomorphism 
of a point of such a topos is an automorphism. F.W. Lawvere showed that Y< the 
topos of sets equipped with an endomorphism, is an &endue, yet it does not satisfy 
the latter property about points [8, 91. Lawvere’s example led to the theorem that if 
Y is the topos of constant sets and %? is a small category, then 5“ ‘Op is an ttendue iff 
the maps in %Y are manic. This suggested that perhaps Grothendieck’s characteriz- 
ation was incorrect. Recent work of Tierney and Joyal [ll] shows that 
Grothendieck’s characterization is valid and it therefore is the theorem about points 
that is incorrect. 
In this paper, we consider itendues which arise from categories with manic maps. 
If %’ is a category with manic maps, we define the notion of a functor H: q-9 
being g-basic and work out a general theory of H-induced topologies and Ctendues. 
The well-known Jonsson-Tarski topos is a special case of this construction and we 
also obtain the ‘infinite’ Jonsson-Tarski topos of sets A equipped with an 
isomorphism A A AN. Several other examples of possible interest are also 
presented. Next, we extend our consideration of categories with manic maps to the 
topological realm. We consider the category sh(X; U) of sheaf fibrations over a 
topological category Y, where X is the space of objects of V. The main result is that 
if the maps in V are manic and the domain and codomain maps of g are local 
homeomorphisms, then sh(X; U) is an ttendue. This generalizes the discrete case 
and provides the standard examples of &endues. We conclude with remarks 
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concerning the relation of this result to Grothendieck’s characterization theorem 
and discuss the various possible presentations of an &endue. 
1. Preliminary definitions and results 
Definition 1.1. A topos 6 is an &endue iff there is an object E of d such that E+ 1 
and 81, is generated by subobjects of 1. 
Remark. This is slightly more general than Grothendieck’s original definition [5, 
IV.9.8.21. As Lawvere has observed [8], the question of sufficiency of points is 
important, but distinct. For an &endue d to be locally sh(X) for some topological 
space X, S/, must have enough points [5, 61. Most of the examples we consider will 
be such ‘topological’ &endues. 
Notation. (SG) shall denote ‘subobjects of 1 generate’. Y shall always denote the 
topos of constant sets. 
Lemma 1.2. Let I be a topos satisfying (SG). Zf j is a topology in &‘, then shj(Q) 
also satisfies (SG). 
Proof. See [6, Chapter 5, Proposition 5.341. q 
From this lemma, we can see that a subtopos of an &endue is again an &endue. 
Proposition 1.3. Zf d is an &endue, and j is a topology in 8, then shj(a) is an 
&endue. 
Proof. Let E be in 8, such that Eel and S/, satisfies (SG). Form the following 
pullback in Topoi /Y: 
shj(E)/r*(m c s/, 
shj(S) d 6 
shj( b)//ya = shf(&/‘), where j’ is the induced topology from j on g/z. By Lemma 
1.2, shj(&)/rya satisfies (SG). Since f * preserves colimits and 1, f*(E)+ 1 and 
hence shj(E) is an Ctendue. 0 
The above result takes care of inclusions. The question arises whether if d is an 
&endue and 9 is a topos with a surjection G” p 9, is g necessarily an ttendue? 
The answer is no. If +.+Y is a monoid, then J-sets, .YJyOp, iscotripleable over 9, yet as 
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we shall see in the next section .9’@ is an &endue iff J satisfies cancellation. There 
do not appear to be straightforward criteria on the cotriple in d which would render 
5 an &endue. 
A large class of etendues arises from looking at functor categories and their 
subtopoi. The characterization of functor categories which are &endues provides 
the motivation for this paper. 
First we need the following lemma giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
functor category to satisfy (SG). 
Lemma 1.4. Let %’ be a smaN category. Then YVyop satisfies (SG) iff Q is a poset, 
(i.e. a preordered set). 
Proof. (=) This direction is clear. The subobjects of 1 contain the representable 
functors, which by the Yoneda Lemma are a set of generators. 
(-) Let P(U) denote the poset reflection of V. Its objects are the objects of V 
and Ci (C2 iff there is a morphism Ct +C, in %‘. We have an obvious functor 
v ’ * P( U) yielding the following adjoints 
P! 
Yrop e _Yflr)op withpi +p*+p,, 
Both topoi have the same subobjects of 1. Since P”’ satisfies (SG), every object is a 
colimit of subobjects of 1. But, these are already in Y~‘~)OP and p* preserves 
colimits. Thus, Yfl 6)0p= 5“‘60P and g is a poset, as the equivalence forces the 
representable functors of %’ to be subobjects of 1. 0 
Theorem 1.5. Let V be a smaN category. Then .YboP is an &endue iff every map in 
97 is manic. 
Proof. (=) Define FE YVoP by F(C) = CoE ‘6 %(C,D). 9”op/F.= YPp, where an 
object of f is a pair (a, C), where C d D is a morphism in V, and a morphism 
(a, C) - (a’, C’) is a morphism CA C’ such that 
commutes. Since maps in f5 are manic, 3 is a poset. Applying Lemma 1.4, we 
conclude that Y”“& satisfies (SG). By its definition F- I, hence 9”” is an &endue. 
(3) If _VoP is an &endue, there is FE Ywop with F* 1 and Y*“% satisfying (SG). 
Analogous to above, Yyop/F= 9”’ , where objects of g are pairs (x, C> with XE F(C) 
and a morphism (x,C) 0 (y,D) is a map C--‘, D in V such that 
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F(a)(u) =x. By Lemma 1.4, $ is a poset. If 
c+ D&D 
in %’ with yea= yo/3, then choose XEF(D’). F(a)(F(y)(x)) =Fv)(F(y)(x)), hence 
a=/$ since 9 is a poset. Thus, every map in %’ in manic. Cl 
As a consequence, we obtain a sufficient condition for a Grothendieck topos to be 
an &endue. 
Theorem 1.6. Let 8 be a Grothendieck topos. If there is a set of generators {C;}, 
ie I, such that for i, je I, every morphism Ci+Cj is manic, then 8 is an &endue. 
Proof. Let V be the full subcategory of these generators. Then, by Giraud’s 
theorem [5, IV.11, we have that d is the canonical sheaves on V. Thus, d ~Y”‘op is a 
subtopos and since 9’@ is an Ctendue by Theorem 1 S, Proposition 1.3 tells us that 
d is an Ctendue. •i 
F.W. Lawvere has conjectured that the converse of Theorem 1.6 should also be 
true, yielding an internal characterization of ttendues. However, even given 
Grothendieck’s characterization theorem, and a presentation of an &endue by a 
topological groupoid, it is not clear that the canonical set of generators given by the 
presentation has the desired property. Grothendieck’s theorem will be discussed in 
Section 4 of this paper. 
Theorem 1.5 gives us our first examples of &endues: 
(1) Y@, where Y is a group or groupoid 
(2) Y”UOP, where J is a monoid with cancellation (i.e. Vm, ml, m2E A, m,m = 
m2m = m, = m2). Note that any free monoid satisfies cancellation. 
(3) An important class of topoi are the so-called atomic topoi [2]. Let d be an 
atomic topos. Then, if 9 is the subcategory of atoms, 6 =sh(9) for the canonical 
topology on 9. Since every map of atoms is epi, in C = Q”P, every map is manic, 
and hence Ywop is an &endue. Thus, to every atomic topos, we can associate an 
etendue. 
Lawvere first observed Theorem 1.5, after noticing that 9’< the category of sets 
equipped with an endomorphism is an Ctendue. It is easily seen that YJ= N-sets, 
where tN is the monoid of natural numbers under addition. If N 2 h\l denotes 
the successor map and w the first infinite ordinal, then 9’~~M,s)= Y“‘, which 
satisfies (SG) by Lemma 1.4. The points of Y” are as follows: for each n E w, there 
is a point given by evaluation ev,: 9“ -* 9’ and there is one more point given by 
lim : Y”+Y, 
0 
which is left exact since o is filtered. A straight-forward calculation shows that the 
monoid of endomorphisms of a finite point ev, is isomorphic to h\l .This contradicts 
a theorem stated by Grothendieck in [5] to the effect that every endomorphism of a 
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point of an etendue is an automorphism. This discrepancy provided the impetus for 
investigating etendues more closely, and seeing how far the relationship with 
categories with manic maps extended. 
2. Constructing &endues from categories with manic maps 
As we have seen, if V is a category with manic maps, then the functor category 
.Y”” is an Ctendue. Among such categories are posets and monoids with cancel- 
lation, in particular, free monoids. By Proposition 1.3, a subtopos of such a functor 
category is also an &endue. We shall now construct &endues from certain kinds of 
functors H: V -+ Y, which give subtopoi of 9’““‘. As examples of this construction, 
we obtain the well-known Jonsson-Tarski topos [6], as well as a generalization of 
it. Also, in this section we indicate how &endues arise in Diaconescu’s proof of 
Barr’s theorem. 
Let V be a category with manic maps. The morphisms of V can be partially 
ordered byflg iff there is a morphism h in % such that f =goh : 
h 
. ---+ . 
This h will be unique by monicity of the maps. We shall say f and g are 
incomparable if neither fig nor gcf. 
Let H: V --rY be a cov/ariant functor. If f is a morphism in V, let U/= 
image(HCf)). Thus, if C- C’, then Ur c H(C’). { iYr>/E V forms an ordered set 
under the usual set-theoretic inclusion and if f sg in V, then U, G U,. Given H, we 
wish to construct an etendue whose associated space has { 17~)~~ V as a basis. This 
leads to the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. A functor H: $7-9 is called ‘e-basic iff 
(1) if f is a morphism in Y, H(f) is manic, 
(2) if XE r/,nU, then there is k~ V with ksf and krg such that XE Uk 
(codomCf) = codom(g)). 
Definition 2.2. A functor H: ‘if-9 is called U-strict iff 
(1) if f is a morphism in 9, H(f) is manic, 
(2) if U,n Ug # 0, then either f sg or gsf. 
Note that every V-strict functor is g-basic. 
We shall associate to a V-basic functor Han internal topology h in F”‘. Recall 
that the subobject classifier Q in Y’“” is defined by Q(c) = {sieves on c) for c E V. If 
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BE J?(c) and df- c is a morphism in V, then 
a(f)(B) =f*(B) = {d 8 dl.f”gEB). 
For BE C?(c), let h,(B) = {f~ V 1 codom(f) = c and UJ C, USeB U,}. This is a sieve 
on c, since UJO, I; UJ for k a morphism composable with f. 
Proposition 2.3. Q h S2 is a natural transformation. 
Proof. Let d ’ b c be a morphism in %‘. We must show that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Q(c) -J!& Q(c) 
Q(d) -lL Q(d) 
Let BE Q(c), g E h&f*(B)). Then r/e s U kePB Wk. We must show that fog E h,(B), 
i.e. UfOg SUje~LJ,. If XE Ufog, then there is x’EH(dom(g)) such that x= 
Hcfog)(x’). Let y=H(g)(x’) e r/,. Then there is kef *B such that YE U,. Thus, 
x=f(y)EU/ok.SincekEf*B,fokEB,andhencexEUleBUI.Thus,fogEh,(B),i.e. 
g E f *(h,(B)). Hence, h,Cf*B) S f *(h,(B)). To obtain the opposite inclusion, suppose 
gcf *(h,(B)), i.e. U_Og c UIEB CJ,. We must show that U, S UkEfWBUk. Suppose 
XC U,. Then H(f)(x) =ye UPg, so there is 1~ B such that y E U,. Since YE U,n U,, 
by the basis condition on H, we can find k E V such that ksf and ks I withy E U,. 
Since krf, there is a morphism k’c V with k=fok’. Since YE U, there is 
LE H(dom(k)) such that H(k)(z) =y. It follows that H(k’)(z)=x since 
HCf)(H(k’(z))=y and H(J) is manic. Thus, XE U,. Since ksl and IE B, we have 
kEBandsincek=fok’, k’cf*B. Thus, UgSUkEPBUk. Cl 
Proposition 2.4. Sz 2 $2 is an internal topology in YyoP. 
Proof. Let BE a(c). If B is maximal, it is clear that h,(B) = B. 
To show that hoh =h, it will suffice to show the inclusion h,(h,(B)) S h,(B). 
Suppose f E h,(h,(B)). Then, U, s IJ 
Thus, U, S Uks h,(B) uk s u 
kEh,(13) r/k- But, if ke h,(B), then uk S UIEBUl. 
,eB U,, i.e. f E h,(B). Finally, let B,,B*E Q(c). We must 
show that h,(B,)fl h,(B2) = h,(B, nB2). The nontrivial inclusion to be shown is 
h,(Bi) n MB*) s h,(Bi nB2). If f E h,(B,) n h,(Bz), then U, s UgGB, UB and Uf s 
UkEBlukSo LTfdh?,,kcB2(ugnUk)e 
Suppose XE U,n Uk for some g E B,, k E B2. By the basis condition on H, there is 
a morphism IE V such that Ilg and II k with XE U,. Since llg and B, is a sieve, 
I E B, and similarly I E B2. Thus, 
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It is clear from the last two propositions that some assumptions on the functor 
H : V + 9 are necessary to conclude that Q 2 Q is an internal topology, indeed, 
even a natural transformation. The conditions on H in Definition 2.1 appear to be 
precisely the ones that are needed. 
Proposition 2.5. d = sh,,(Y’ Op) is an &endue. 
Proof. It follows immediately since Y”“’ is an etendue. 0 
The associated topological space of the &endue 8 can be analyzed in terms of the 
functor H. Let X= I,, ,4 H(c). This can be topologized by declaring ( UY}~. c to be a 
basis. (Since H is V-basic, this collection satisfies the necessary condition.) The 
&endue d will locally be the spatial topos sh(X). If P: COP-rY is the functor given 
by P(c) = Cdo ‘6 g(c, d), then FOP/P+ Y jop, where 9 is the poset of morphisms of % 
with the orderingfsg described at the beginning of this section. A straight-forward 
calculation shows that we have the following pullback diagram in Topoi/Y (up to 
equivalence): 
sh(X) C Y,“” 
I I 
I I 
(where i is the sheaf inclusion for the topology h). 
If H happens to be g-strict, then X has a basis satisfying that if U,, Uz are in the 
basis and CJ, 17 Uz #0, then either U, G U, or U2 E U,. This makes them closely 
related to zero-dimensional spaces, in that every finite cover by basis elements has a 
pairwise disjoint refinement (the definition of zero-dimensionality considers 
arbitrary finite covers). In fact, if X happens to be compact with such a basis, it is 
zero-dimensional. 
Example 1. The well-known Jonsson-Tarski topos $7 [6, p. 2561 can be seen to be 
an example of this construction. The objects of $V can be described as sets A 
equipped with an isomorphism A AA x A. Let _.4 be the free monoid on two 
generators I and f. Every Jonsson-Tarski algebra A becomes an d-set under the 
action a - I = n,@(a)), a. r = n#(a)) for a E A. We have a full and faithful inclusion 
of categories ~Yc,Y-~ and it can be shown that f.=shj(Y”), where i is the 
topology defined by i(Z) = {w E d 1% E N, so that if v E A, length(v) = n, then 
w. YEI), for Z an ideal of -4’. Furthermore, f3 is locally sh(K), where K is the 
Cantor set. For details, see [9]. 
To see that YY- can be obtained from our construction, let d = V”P, H=K. _A 
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acts on K by juxtaposition on the left (viewing the Cantor set as 2O with the product 
topology, where 2 is the discrete two point space). If K 2 K denotes the action 
for w E A, then U,= {ke KJ k begins with the word w}. Note that K is I-strict. If Z 
is an ideal of A, our topology h is defined by h(Z) = {w E 11 U, G Uva, U,}. 
Proposition 2.6. The internal topologies h and j in 9’” are the same. 
Proof. Say w E j(Z). If k E U, since k begins with the word w, it must begin with the 
word we v, where v is some word of length n, and n is such that for v of length n, 
w+v~Z.Thus, k~U,.,andthusU,~U,,,~IU,,,andso, wEh(Z). 
Conversely, suppose w E h(Z). Then U, z; UVelUV. Let A = {u E d ) w - u EZ}. It 
follows that UUpA U,=K, for let kcK; then w. kE U, and hence w-kc U, for 
some v E I. Thus, there is k’E K such that w - k = v - k’. If w = v - w’ for some W’E 1, 
then since YE Z, so is w. Then, e (the identity element of A) is in A and we are 
trivially done. If, on the other hand, v = we w’ for some W’E .&, then w - k= 
v. k’= w-w’-k’, sok=w’-k’. Thus, kcU,,and W’EA since w. w’=v~Z. 
So, UuaA U,=K. Since K is compact, choose u~,...,u,,EA such that U,,U 
UQ ***u I/,, = k. Let m = max(length(u i), . . . , length@,)). If CE 1 has length m, then 
given ke K with ke U,, k is also in Uuj for some 1 I isn. Since length(ui)s 
length(v), v = Ui* w’ for some W’EM and so v EA, since A is an ideal. If v is of 
length m, we VEZ. Hence, wE j(Z). Cl 
Thus, we obtain the Jonsson-Tarski topos from our construction. 
Example 2. The generalization of $V-, which immediately suggests itself and does 
not seem to have been considered is the following: Let A, denote the free monoid 
on countably many generators I,, I*, . . . , I,, . . . and let yrW be the category of sets A 
equipped with a given isomorphism A AAM, with the morphisms of fib. 
preserving these isomorphisms. (Such sets are plentiful, let A = Y”, the set of 
sequences of some set Y.) The monoid .4, bears a close relationship to Baire space 
NM (especially in theory of analytic and Souslin sets) and one can ask whether fF= 
is a subtopos of Y-“- and is it locally sh(tNN)? The answer to both questions is yes. 
One can directly from the definition of topos show that _W_ is indeed a topos, and 
also conclude that it is locally sh(Nh”). Again, for details see [9]. This ‘infinite’ 
Jonsson-Tarski topos also fits into our construction. 
Let VP= _&, and H= INN. Then A, acts on N”“ by juxtaposition on the left and 
U, = { cr e tN M 1 o begins with the word w E do}. Our topology h is given by h(Z) = 
{wE~~~U,,,~U~~,U~} forZanidealof_4’,. 
So, we obtain an Ctendue 8 = sh,(Y-Ym). 
Proposition 2.1. Every h-sheaf is in fF=. 
Proof. It is readily seen that ,k*, \ {e} is h-dense in A,. If A is an h-sheaf, then 
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Y.“-(_&,,A),= Y-‘-(A’, \ {e),A). Since an J, -equivariant morphism 
-4 \ (4 +A is completely determined by (f(/,)}, we obtain our isomorphism 
A-AN. Cl 
Since fF_ 4 Y ‘a is full and faithful, from Proposition 2.7 and a theorem of 
Lawvere and Tierney [6, p. 921, we have the factorization 
Since fZr_ is locally sh(N”) and by our construction so is 8, by a theorem of 
Wraith [12, p. 1931, local equivalence yields global equivalence d =fy_. 
Example 3. This example can in some sense be thought of as a ‘continuous’ version 
of the previous two ‘discrete’ examples, and consideration of it led to this general 
construction. Its motivation is from lectures of Lawvere [Sl concerning his attempts 
to describe certain aspects of the foundations of thermodynamics using fibered 
categories. 
In thermodynamics, one often consider spaces of paths, where the paths may be 
interpreted as certain kinds of processes. Then, one considers ‘histories’ of this path 
space. We shall look at something analogous. 
Let Y be a topological space. Define a category 9, whose objects are the points of 
Y and whose morphisms y, A y2 are continuous paths of finite duration, i.e. 
@ : [O, d] cont. Y with @J(O) =yl, G(d) = y2 where d is a real number. It is clear how to 
compose these paths of finite duration. Let r G y be some subcategory of paths. 
Every morphism of V is manic and epic and p. a = identity -/_I = identity = a. 
Definition 2.8. A path-extension of V is a continuous function f: [O, 03)-+ Y such 
that there is a nonconstant process (path) a E V such that a is an initial segment off. 
Y” is an &endue. Define H: g”P+y as follows: if XE V, let H(x) = {all non- 
constant path-extensions of V, f: [0, oo)+ Y, such that f(0) =x}. If y&x is a 
path, then H(@)(J) =fw,b, where fo@ : [0, CD)* Y is defined in the obvious fashion 
(analogous to the composition of paths in homotopy theory) with cfo@)(O) = y. 
H is VP-strict for if ge LJ,n Up, then both a and /3 are initial segments of g and 
hence either a SD or /3r a. So, we obtain an &endue d 4 YV, which is locally sh(X), 
where X is the space of nonconstant path extensions of V with a zero-dimensional 
topology (each U,, a EX, will in fact be clopen). 
Lawvere is using 5“’ for studying certain state spaces relative to the path category 
V. Perhaps the etendue could be considered, as the topology induced by the path 
extensions imposes a more rigid structure on the objects of 6. 
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Example 4. There are other examples. If G is a directed graph and V is the free 
c category on the graph G, then 9 ‘P is an &endue and we can mimic the preceding 
examples by letting H(c) = (strings of composable maps ending in c) for CE ‘Z. H 
will be V-strict, and we obtain the etendue of a directed graph, which will locally be 
a space of the kind described before Example 1. 
If 8 is an atomic topos, let V be the standard atomic site of atoms [2]. Then, as 
remarked earlier, 9’” is an &endue. If a is an atom, consider ci : V”P+ Y given by 
B(c) = &(c, a). Then, ci will be V”P-basic and so to every atom of & we associate an 
&endue 6,. I can not see whether this will be of any interest or not. 
Finally, we would like to point out that etendues arise in Diaconescu’s proof of 
Barr’s theorem. In analyzing Grothendieck topoi, there is Giraud’s theorem stating 
that every Grothendieck topos 8 can be represented as sheaves on a site %‘, where V 
is a set of generators of 8 with the canonical topology. In analyzing d from ‘the 
other side’, the fundamental theorem conjectured by Lawvere and proved by Barr 
[l] is the following: 
Theorem. If d is a Grothendieck topos, there is a complete Boolean algebra 9l and 
a geometric morphism sh( 9 ) p 8 such that p* is faithful. (sh( 9 ) is sheaves on 
9’ with its canonical topology.) 
Barr’s proof was simplified by Diaconescu (31, where he observed that as an 
initial step one can construct a poset 9 from a set of generators % of d and then 
obtain a pullback diagram 
sh(X) - YPop 
I I P 
where X’ is a Heyting algebra and p is an open surjection, to use the terminology of 
Tierney and Joyal [lo]. 
If @ is the free category generated by the graph of V, then 9 = @//I %‘I. Thus, we 
have the diagram 
sh(.%‘) - YPaP 
I I 
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where d ‘ is an etendue, 4 a local homeomorphism of topoi [2] and p’ again an open 
surjection. Thus, every Grothendieck topos is in fact covered by an &endue. 
3. Sheaf fibrations over topological categories 
We shall now try to extend some of the considerations of Section 1 to the realm of 
sheaves over (nondiscrete) topological spaces. Recall that if V is a small category in 
Y , a functor FE 5~““~ may be viewed as a fibration over V. Let Esp denote the 
category of topological spaces and continuous maps. We shall consider sheaf 
fibrations over an internal category in Esp. This will lead to a large class of topoi 
and upon making suitable restrictions on the internal category, we shall obtain 
Ctendues generalizing the functor categories of Section 1 and providing us with 
numerous examples. 
Let 
( 
RI 
V?= x, “ItxA_, 
m ‘TX 
> 
be an internal category in Esp. (For details concerning internal category theory, see 
[6, Chapter 21.) We have the following diagrams: 
x2 
112 
XI x2 
m 
Xl x2 
m 
XI 
There is also a map Xi- X,, which is a common section of the domain and 
codomain maps d,, and d, . 
Note that we are writing composition in the algebraic fashion and that (f;g) E X2 
means d,Cf)=do(g) and we shall writefg for m(<ig>). 
Definition 3.1. A V-sheaf Y is an internal presheaf (fibration) on V in Esp with the 
additional requirement that the structure map YL X be a local homeo- 
morphism. 
X 
XI ;x Y will always denote the pullback obtained from pulling back along 
1 -X. Thus, a V-sheaf is a sheaf together with an ‘action’ X, xx YL Y 
such that 
Xl XXY &Y 
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and 
id Y~X*xY~ y=y- y, 
x, xxx, x Y mxl X,xxY--% y= 
=x1 xxx, xx Y IXso* XI xxYA Y. 
Definition 3.2. If y&X, ZA X are C-sheaves with actions tie and d; 
respectively, a V-sheaf morphism from Y to Z is a sheaf map YL Z such that 
XIXXY c XI xxz 
commutes, where r’ is the map induced by C. 
Let sh(X; U) denote the category of r-sheaves and g-sheaf morphisms. Clearly, 
X with its structure from % is the terminal object. We shall record the following 
proposition for later. 
Proposition 3.3. If U is open in X, U is a sub- g-sheaf of X (subobject of 1) iff for 
f E X,, d,(f) E Ue do(f) E U. 
We shall now place the additional requirement on V that Xi AX be a local 
homeomorphism. Recall the following well-known theorem of category theory. 
Theorem 3.4 (Eilenberg-Moore). If T is a triple on a category d and T has a right 
adjoint G, then there is a unique cotriple structure on G such that the category of T- 
algebras is equivalent o the category of G-coalgebras. 
Since X1 AX is a local homeomorphism, we can define a triple 
sh(X) 2 sh(X)=sh(X) di ’ sh(X,) cd’ * sh(X). 
T sends a sheaf YA X to 
XIXXY *’ ’ x, -3L x. 
A routine calculation shows that a T-algebra is precisely a g-sheaf. T has a right 
adjoint 
sh(X) do’ ’ sh(X,) nd’ ’ sh(X), 
which is left exact and, by Theorem 3.4, is a cotriple whose coalgebras are 
equivalent o sh(X; V). We shall now invoke the following fundamental theorem of 
topos theory. 
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Theorem 3.5. If 6 is a topos and G is a left exact cotriple on 8, then do, the 
category of G-coalgebras, is a topos. 
Proof. See [6, Chapter 21. 0 
Theorem 3.6. If X1 AX is a local homeomorphism, sh(X; U) is a topos. 
Proof. Proceed as in [6, Chapter 21. sh(X; F) = T-algebras= G-coalgebras, where 
T-I G and G is a left exact cotriple. Apply Theorem 3.5. q 
Even if Xi do *X is not a local homeomorphism, sh(X; ‘e) should be a topos, 
but the above proof no longer applies. In this paper, we are only concerned with a 
fixed V E cat@;p) satisfying Xi AX is ctale. 
Since Xi -X is a Iocal homeomorphism, XI may be viewed as a V-sheaf 
with composition X,2 X, being the ‘action’. The properties of being a V-sheaf 
reduce to the laws for identity maps and associativity of composition. (We shall 
omit mentioning do from now on, when speaking of Xi as a ‘e-sheaf.) 
The following well-known lemma provides us with a canonical set of generators 
for sh(X; U). 
Lemma 3.7. Let T be a triple on a category d with a set of generators 
{ T(G) 1 G E Y } is a set of generators for d 5 the category of T-algebras. 
Corollary 3.8. Let sh(X) 2 sh(X) be the triple 
sh(X) a sh(X,) -=+ sh(X). 
3’. Then 
Then {T(U)=X,x,U ” *Xl& XI U open in X} is a set of generators for 
sh(X; U). 
The %-sheaves XI xx (I are sub- Q sheaves of XI. This follows immediateiy from 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. Let V be open in X1. V is a sub- g-sheaf of X1 iff given (f,g) E X2 
with g E V, then fg E V. 
Proof. We must have the following commutative diagrams. 
x,/v- v x2 I v --T,V 
[ pullback [ and [ [ 0 
x2 
AX 
I x2 
m 
X1 
We shall need one additional assumption on the internal category V to obtain an 
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etendue, namely that XI L X is also a local homeomorphism. This will enable 
us to show that sh(X; U)/,, satisfies (SG). (Note that this hypothesis is vacuously 
satisfied in the discrete case). The rest of this section is devoted to proving the 
above. 
Lemma 3.10. Let Y be a V-sheaf and D denote the internal category in Esp that it 
determines. Then, sh(X; Q/r= sh( Y; 9). 
Proof. This is a 
pullbacks. 0 
straightforward diagram chase of commutative squares and 
The V-sheaf X, AX determines an internal category @ with codomain and 
domain maps given by 
x2--, I2 + x,. 
By Lemma 3.10, sz(X; U)/,, = sh(X1 ; J). 
We shall need the following technical definitions and lemmas. 
Definition 3.11. (a) Let CJ be open in X. The V-saturation of U, 0, is defined by 
o={x~XI3f~Xt with d,Cf)=xand dlcf)E U). 
(b) Let V be open in XI. The %-saturation of V, v, is defined by P= 
{kEXIIZ(h,g)EX2with hg=kandgE V}. 
Note that the V-saturation of Vopen in X, is the @-saturation of Vrelative to the 
topos sh(Xt ; d). 
Proposition 3.12. Let U be open in X and V be open in XI. Then the %‘-saturations 
0 and Pare sub- Y-sheaves of X and X1, respectively. 
Proof. Let XE 0. Then, there is f EXI with d,Cf)=x and d,cf)E U. Since do is a 
local homeomorphism, choose an open neighborhood W of f with do(W) open in X 
and homeomorphic to W, Let w’= Wnd; ‘(U). W’ is open in XI and f E W’. Let 
U, = dO( W’). Cl, is open in X and XE U,. U1 G 0 since if x1 E U,, then there is g E W’ 
with do(g) =x1 and dl(g) E U. Thus, 0 is open. To see it is a g-sheaf, suppose 
d,(g)E 0. Then, d,(g)=d,,Cf) where d,cf)E U. But, since d,(af)=d,cf)E U and 
do(g) = d&f), we must have do(g) E 0. An analogous argument can be given for p 
using the fact that X2 a X, is a local homeomorphism. Cl 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose 
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is an internal category in Esp with both do and d, local homeomorphisms. If the 
maps in % are manic, then sh(X; V) is an &endue. 
Proof. We shall show that sh(X; U)/,,, satisfies (SG). Let Y AX, and 
ZA XI be ‘e-sheaf morphisms and 
Y +Z 
also be V-sheaf morphisms such that 
II Y- Z 
A2 
\/ 
Y c and A,*A,. 
XI 
By Lemma 3.10, Y is a g-sheaf (where % is the internal category on X,) and 
hence we have the following diagrams: 
4 X,xxY- Y 
I 1 Y’ Y (2) 
x2 
m 
XI 
(where d6, d$, y’ are the @-sheaf data on YA X,). Note that given <f,g) EXZ 
and y E Y with y(y) =g, this gets pulled back to <f, y) E X1 xx Y, 
Since AlfA2, there is YE Y with AI(y)#A2(y). Let y(y)=f. Since y is a local 
homeomorphism, there is an open neighborhood W of y with y( IV) open in XI and 
homeomorphic to W. Since d, is a local homeomorphism, choose an open neighbor- 
hood V of f such that d,(V) is open in X and homeomorphic to V. Let 
VI = Vn v(W). Vr is open in Xt and every g E V, has a unique preimage y, under y in 
W. Furthermore, if g,,g,E V, with d,(gJ =d,(g,), then gl =g2. 
Let 9, be the V-saturation of V, in X1. Then, by Proposition 3.12, P, is a sub- g- 
sheaf of XI. We shall define a V-sheaf morphism P, t Y separating L, and A2, 
Let k E P,. By Definition 3.11, k = hg where g E V,. Let r(k) = db( (h, yg)) (refer to 
diagrams (1) and (2) above). < is well defined, since if h,g, = h,g2 (with gl,g2E Vt), 
then d,(g,) = d2(g2) forces g, =g2. Since maps in V are manic, this forces h, = h2. < 
separates A1 and A-2 since &j)=yr=y. Continuity of { is a straightforward 
topological argument using the continuity of & and the fact that the other maps 
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involved are local homeomorphisms and open. By construction r is a V-sheaf 
morphism, since it is defined in terms of the action de. Thus, subobjects of 1 
generate sh(X; %‘)/,,, and hence sh(X; V) is an &endue. 0 
This immediately provides us with several important examples of &endues. 
Example A. If X is discrete, V is just an Y-category, whence we obtain the result 
that Fop is an &endue, when V has manic maps. 
Example B. Let 
be an &ale topological groupoid, i.e. it is an internal category in Esp, all of whose 
maps are invertible and with n, and 7t2 local homeomorphisms. Then, sh(X; W) is an 
Ctendue, and as we shall see, every &endue has a presentation by such a topological 
groupoid. As a special case .@ could be an equivalence relation on X, where the 
additional requirement is that 
is manic. (In fact, topological groupoids were called pre-equivalence relations by 
P. Gabriel in SGA3 in discussing quotients of preschemes. We shall discuss &endues 
as ‘quotients’ in the next section.) It remains to be investigated to what extent 
Knutson’s algebraic spaces [7] are related to &endues. 
Example C. As a special case of Example B, we have G-sheaves, sh(X; G), where G 
is a discrete group acting on X by homeomorphisms, with action G x XL X. 
We obtain the topological category 
n23 
GxGxX- GxX-“t X 
mxl 
, n2 
(where m is the group multiplication). G-sheaves were introduced by Grothendieck 
in (41 for the purposes of studying group cohomology. Already then in 1957, he 
remarked that sh(X; G) exhibited the same exactness properties as sh(X), and this 
example not only motivated the concept of etendue, but also that of a topos in [5]. 
4. Grothendieck’s characterization theorem 
Let 
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be an &ale topological groupoid, i.e. nl and 7r2 are etale. Let X- * R be the 
common section of xi and 7t2. (If 67 is an equivalence relation on X, XL R 
expresses reflexivity, the fact that maps in 2# are invertible gives symmetry and 
R xxR -lL+ R (internal composition) expresses transitivity.) The fact that the 
maps in 2 are invertible imposes a more rigid structure on an g-sheaf. We have the 
following technical result. 
Propositio$ 4.1. Suppose Y AX is an g-sheaf with structural map 
Rx,Y b Y. Then 
RxxYL Y 
is a pullback. 
Proof. Recall that an element of R xx Y is a pair (Ju) with n2Cf) =p(y). Suppose 
PER and YE Y with nl(g)=p(y). Consider the pair (g,&((g-*,y))) in Rx,Y. 
Since &is an action of R on Y, we have that db((g,db((g-‘,y))))=db((gg-‘,y))= 
db((&v,N) =Y. 
An analogous calculation yields the uniqueness necessary to make the diagram a 
pullback. Cl 
Recall that if U is open in X, R xxU is a sub-g-sheaf of R. In Section 3, in the 
more general case, we could not conclude that these were all the sub-W-sheaves of R, 
and we did not necessarily recover sh(X) from our &endue. However, using the 
invertibility of the maps in 9, we do obtain such a result for g-sheaves. Let W* 
denote the induced topological groupoid on R ” l X. By Lemma 3.10, we 
have sh(X; .%!)/, = sh(R; W*). 
Theorem 4.2. If W is an &ale topological groupoid on a topological space X, then 
sh(X; 92) is an &endue and sh(X; W)/, = sh(X). 
Proof. ItFis an &endue by Theorem 3.13. To see that we recover sh(X), define 
sh(X) - sh(R; 9?*) by pulling back along R Ax. If YL X is a sheaf, 
give R xx Y the induced structure from W*. Conversely, define a functor 
sh(R; 9’) c sh(X) by pulling back along X6. R. A routine calculation 
yields the adjunction Fi G. Since 
8 X- R 112 X=X& X, 
we get our equivalence in one direction. Using Proposition 4.1, and the uniqueness 
condition it imposes on the action, we obtain our equivalence in the other direction. 
Thus, sh(X; W)/, =sh(X). Cl 
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We shall now show that every (topological) &endue is equivalent to one of the 
form sh(X; 5!). This immediately follows from a much more general result of 
Tierney and Joyal on open surjections of topoi [ 111. 
There are many equivalent definitions of an open surjection of topoi. We shall 
use the following. 
Definition 4.3. A surjection 3f- 6 of topoi is open iff the image of an open 
subtopos of 3 under f is an open subtopos of d (over every object of 3). 
For open surjections, we have the following descent heorem. 
Theorem 4.4 (Tierney-Joyal). Open surjections are universally effective descent 
morphism. 
/ If 3- 8 is an open surjection of topoi, then in the diagram 
0-& AXE-/--+ F / ,d , 
P?. 
d is equivalent o the category of objects of 9 with descent data. 
Theorem 4.5 (Grothendieck). Zf d is a topological &endue, then there is an &ale 
topological groupoid 
( 
PI 
g= R xxR AR 111 -x m 
> 
with 8 =sh(X; 9’). 
nr 
Proof. Let E E E such that E--H 1 and 81 =sh(X) for some topological space X. 
Consider the geometric morphism S/, ’ ) d (where f*=E* and f. =l7,). One 
can easily see from Definition 4.3 that f is an open surjection and applying the 
descent heorem, we have that 8 is the category of objects with descent data from 
RI 
+@/ET E 6/f 8, 
s/, x ,$ s/, = d/f.E, 
and hence is also spatial. By the work of Barr and Diaconescu [2] on local homeo- 
morphisms of topoi, nl and nz are equivalent to local homeomorphisms (of 
topological spaces) being the pullbacks of the local homeomorphism &k- 8. 
So, we get an internal groupoid 
R 4X 
in Esp, with n, and 7r2 local homeomorphisms and an object with descent data is 
precisely on W-sheaf, hence 8 =sh(X; 9). 0 
Thus, every &endue can be given by such a presentation. In light of Theorem 
3.13, we see that an &endue may have several different presentations by topological 
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categories. If we start with an &ale groupoid, then we recover the same groupoid 
from Theorem 4.5. On the other hand, if we start with an internal category V, as in 
the hypothesis of Theorem 3.13, which is not a groupoid, then sh(X; V) = sh( Y; W), 
where 2’ is an &ale groupoid on Y, which is a different space from X. It is not clear 
what the corresponding groupoid is for many of the examples given by categories 
with manic maps. One should also note that different groupoids could give rise to 
equivalent &endues; for example, in the case of G-sheaves, if G acts on Xand His a 
normal subgroup of G acting properly and freely on X, then sh(X; G)= 
sh(X/H; G/H). Grothendieck’s theorem allows us to view &endues as ‘quotients’ 
arising from the fact that the functor Esp -2!+ Topoi of taking sheaves does not 
in general preserve coequalizers. Given 
R * x, 
sh(X; W) in general is not spatial and further conditions on W are needed. For 
example, if 5? is an equivalence relation on X, i.e. 
R ) (n1.W , xxx 
is manic, and the canonical quotient map X+X/R locally admits sections, then 
sh(X; B’)=sh(X/R), or in the case of G-sheaves, rather restrictive conditions are 
required on the group action in order to recover sh(X/G). (For details, see [lo].) 
There are yet other ways of constructing &endues. One can use the notion of a 
local equivalence relation. A local equivalence relation r on a space X is a global 
section of the sheaf of germs of equivalence relations on X. One can define a 
category of r-sheaves, sh(X; r), which upon certain restrictions on r will be an 
&endue. The main example of such a local equivalence relation is provided by 
looking at a foliation on a manifold. This particular construction will be discussed 
separately in a forthcoming paper. 
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